Lab 1

Colors and materials:
Are they equal under the sun?
How and why?

Experiment 1

Materials
n 5 full bottles of water
n Aluminum foil and black, white, blue
and yellow (or red) paper
n 5 thermometers
n Sticky tape

Instructions
l Start by discussing the following points with your students:
		> Have they noticed that when they wear black clothes and stand in the sun, they feel hotter than when they are
			 wearing white? Or that when it is sunny, a black car is much hotter inside than a light-colored car?
l Test these observations by asking students to take part in a heat experiment. Encourage students to ask questions
about the situations they are observing.
l Cover the bottles entirely with different-colored paper.
l Fill each bottle with the same amount of water, and put them in the refrigerator overnight.
l Put a thermometer in each bottle.
l Place the bottles in the sun in the playground outside.
l Check the temperatures every 15 minutes for two hours.
l Record the temperatures, either:
		> On the blackboard, in which case the teacher plots them on a graph; or
		> In the children’s notebooks, in which case students plot the results on graph paper.
l After observing the differences in temperature, ask students to write a conclusion about the experiment.
l Result: the temperatures in the bottles differ according to the color of the paper.
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Conclusion
The color that best absorbs heat from the sun’s rays is
black. This heat is then passed on to the water in the
bottle. In contrast, the color that absorbs very little
heat from the sun’s rays is white. White reflects heat
and sends it back out again. The aluminum foil also
absorbs very few of the sun’s rays, which are reflected
from its shiny surface.

After the experiment:
Is it possible to verify this hypothesis using everyday objects or actions?
l List these facts on the blackboard and ask students to comment on them:
		> Building companies use aluminum “shades” on their windows. Why?
		> Photovoltaic solar panels are dark blue or black. Why?
		> Aluminum foil is used to wrap food before cooking, such as baked potatoes in the oven, onions on the
			 barbecue and fish (in parcels). Why?
		> It is best to dress children in white t-shirts on the beach. Why?
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To go a step further:
We have seen how color has a strong influence on the way objects absorb light from the sun, which affects how hot they
become. But color is not the only factor to take into consideration when you want to improve energy efficiency, in a house,
for example. Try out these two small experiments below:

Experiment 2
Materials
l
l
l
l

Water
2 containers
Thermometer
Wooden spoon

Instructions
l
l
l
l

Boil some water and pour it into two containers.
Record the temperature of both.
Cover one and keep stirring the other with a spoon.
Calculate the difference between the initial temperature of the water in both containers and the
temperature recorded at the end of the experiment.

Conclusion
Water is hotter in the covered container. This is why we
use a lid to boil water more quickly. This is also why we
insulate the roofs of homes to prevent heat loss.
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Experiment 3
Materials
l Water
l Variety of container types
l Thermometer

Instructions
l

l
l

Heat some water and pour it into different containers, like a polystyrene box, a glass bottle without a cap, a plastic
bottle, a metal box, a plastic box covered with wool, a plastic box covered with fleece or cotton, etc. Ask students to
choose the equipment themselves and to bring it from home.
Number the containers and record the temperature before the test begins.
Leave all of the containers to cool in the same place for 10 minutes. Take the temperature of the water in each of the
containers. Calculate the difference between the initial temperature in each container and the temperature recorded
at the end of the experiment.

Conclusion
The water is not at the same temperature in each of
the different containers. Some materials conserve
heat and others do not, which is why we use certain
materials to build our homes, make cars and so on.
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Fun fact!
Covering up to cool down
The Bedouin desert tribes dress in black or dark blue. Are they crazy? No!
They dress in black or dark blue because of the “ventilation effect.” To stay
at a constant temperature of 37°C (98.6°F), which is ideal for the human
body, the body sweats, which removes additional heat from the body to
evaporate the water. When it’s really hot, we can lose up to one-half liter
of water per hour!
This reduction of body heat also feels refreshing, but only if the heat
can escape. That’s why you need to wear loose clothing, like the robes worn by Bedouins. They wear a light cotton
undershirt, over which they wear a dark-colored robe, which does not come into contact with the skin.
In short, what’s important is not the color of the clothing but its floating shape and the fact that it covers the whole
body – so that they don’t get a sunburn.
www.pourlascience.fr

Polar bears have hairs that capture
heat from the sun
The polar bear lives on the ice pack in very cold regions where it’s best
to keep covered up. It is white and hairy, and even has hairs under its
paws, which enable it to move over the snow and ice without slipping.
Its fur is almost waterproof, which prevents it from having to dry itself
quickly, because otherwise it would freeze instantly. Scientists have also
discovered that each of the polar bear’s hairs works like a small solar
panel: although white normally reflects the sun, the bear’s hairs capture
the sunlight and transport it to the skin.
The bear’s skin is heated by even the briefest of the sun’s rays–very handy!
www.pourlascience.fr

You have special hairs, too, and they protect you
from the sun. It’s true! Have a good look. Here’s a
clue: they’re like certain types of blinds – they shade
you from the sun’s rays. And you squint your eyes
for the same reason!
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How can you take
advantage of the sun’s heat?

Lab 2

1) Can you cook an egg in the sun?
Materials
n
n
n
n
n
n

Glass salad bowl (large)
Glass bowl (small)
Playdough
Board covered with aluminum foil
Egg wrapped in black paper
Mirror

Instructions
l
l
l
l
l

Place a whole egg wrapped in black paper on a board covered in aluminum foil.
Cover with an upside-down bowl, and then cover again with an upside-down salad bowl.
Seal the gap around the base of the salad bowl with play dough.
Position the mirror (see diagram below) alongside the bowls.
Expose to the sun for at least an hour.

Conclusion
The egg is hard, and the salad bowl and smaller bowl are warm. We used
black to increase the heat dispersed onto the egg, which cooked it (see Lab 1
and the experiments with colors that absorb or reflect the heat of the sun).
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1) Build a solar water heater
Materials
1 small black garbage bag
Water
1 regular cardboard box
1 piece of polystyrene (or other insulating material) at the bottom
of the box
n 1 square of glass (or plastic) bigger than the box
n 2 thermometers that can record temperatures of up to 70°C (158°F)
n 1 glass of water
n
n
n
n

Instructions
l Pour a liter of water (about four cups) into the garbage bag.
l Close the bag around the thermometer and tie up with the adhesive tape, leaving very little air inside and making sure
that the thermometer is in the water.
l Place the bag filled with water on the insulated material inside the box.
l Cover with the glass plate.
l Place a glass of water next to the water heater and put the second thermometer in the water.
l Put everything in the sun and take the temperature reading from each thermometer over the course of two hours.
l Note the differences in temperature when everything is exposed to the sun (compare the temperature of the glass of
water to the temperature of the water in the black bag).

Conclusion
Water is hotter in the plastic bag and could rise as high as
68°C (155°F). The water is hotter because the bag is black. This
experiment demonstrates the principle behind the panels used on
solar water heaters. We call this energy THERMAL solar energy.

To go a step further:
To look at the subject in more detail, ask students to think about practical uses of solar water heaters. For example, water
collectors for campers who want a hot shower.
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solar energy or energy savings

Materials
n Awareness-raising campaign
posters (see page 4 for examples)
n Art supplies: paper, colored pencils
or felt-tip pens, torn paper for collages, glue, etc.
n Movie and theater posters (optional)

1. Research
l Hand out the poster examples. Ask students to think about best practices used in posters (See “2. Think about
it” and “Poster Analysis”). Ask students to work in small groups on a poster to encourage adults (or children!) to
save energy.
> Which techniques are used to get people to change their habits? Are the images or words, or both, striking?
> Analyze the word-play (for example: “If you’re enlightened, turn off the light when you leave the room”) etc.
> What are the common features of these posters?
		

- A large photo.
- Short text written in bold and centered at the top or bottom.
- The logo of the organization that issued the poster placed at the bottom.

2. Think about it
l Informative
> Who am I targeting?
> What do I want to say? What messages do we want to put across?
> What prevents people from saving energy? What might convince them to change their minds?
l Attention-grabbing
Use images or words to make people laugh, surprise them or shock them to grab their attention. Help them
understand what’s at stake so that they change their behavior!
> Words: encourage students to think up rhymes and alliterations, new ways of using well-known phrases,
slogans and titles (films, songs, etc.) word-play, paradoxes, etc.
> Images: need to be big and striking.
> Colors: chosen according to the message we want to communicate (for example: red for fire and blood;
black for death and sadness; green and blue for nature; etc.).
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l Call to action
> What solutions does the poster propose (action, habit, way of thinking, etc.)? For example: switch off the
light, avoid using plastic bags, etc.
> What are the possible benefits? For example, saving electricity, reducing pollution or waste, etc.
> Is there somewhere people can get more information?
l The essentials:
tagline, image and publisher (class/school) all have to be included!

3. Present
l At the end of the work sessions (two or three sessions in small groups), ask one of the students from
the group to present their group’s work.

4. Create
l Ask students to vote for the best project(s), and then work on the layout of the selected poster. You can lay
out the poster manually and/or on the computer. Encourage students to produce an image using drawings,
collages of images, etc.

5. Display
l Display the posters around the school, or better yet, in public locations such as city hall, the mayor’s office
or in local stores.
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To go a step further:
Poster analysis
l Remind students that a movie poster is supposed to make people want to see the movie and that it is produced after
the movie has been shot.
l Ask students to say what the movie poster makes them think of and what it says about the movie. What clues does it
give us about the subject of the movie and the main character? Etc. Write down all of students’ ideas on a blackboard as
they share them.
l Then watch the movie trailer with the class and discuss it together: which hypotheses should be removed now that we
have seen the trailer? The children should adjust and write down the remaining hypotheses and put them to one side
until they have seen the movie.

> Analyze the text as a whole
- The title: How is it written? What colors and graphics are used?
- The slogan: Does it have a tagline to put you in the mood? Does it contrast with the image displayed?
- The characters: Are there any actors? Do you “see” them on the poster? What are they doing? If it’s an
-

animated film, can you identify the actors doing the voices for the characters?

Production: Who is the producer or director? Are their names included on the poster?

> Analyze the image as a whole
- The image: what you see and what you imagine.
- Characters and visible animals: what are they doing?
- Describe the faces of the characters and their expressions.
- Describe the landscape and the atmosphere.
- The colors of the poster and the light: What colors are used? Are they dark or light? Describe the

colors, because they are chosen according to the message you want to communicate (for example:
red for fire and blood; black for death and sadness; green and blue for nature, etc.).
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